Shift2Rail is presenting its first quick-wins at InnoTrans
Shift2Rail is showcasing more than 20 cutting-edge solutions for a ground-breaking
transformation of railway systems at InnoTrans, the largest rail trade fair, taking place in
Berlin from 18-21 September. It is the first time the JU presents live demos, showing its first
preliminary but concrete results barely two years after starting its operations at full capacity.
At the stand you will see progress in key technologies, such as the moving block over ETCS for
mainline networks, intelligent freight terminals and video gates, obstacle detection devices,
high-speed tamping processes and many more.
The stand also features an interactive zone where visitors will have the opportunity to
experience the Shift2Rail technologies for the first time. Guests will be able to immerse
themselves in a Virtual Reality world, for example to discover different noise mitigation
measures.
Visitors will also be able to test a software for booking transport services for seamless
multimodal door-to-door travelling, activate an innovative brake test system and see for
themselves in an Augmented Reality simulation how a new system for smart metering in
Reims tramway will improve energy decision making.
Another prominent demonstrator will present virtually connected trams. Broadcast live from
a track in Spain, vehicles will be controlled in a coordinated manner, virtually coupled through
a wireless communication network. Demo managers will also be able to control the trams’
destination displays from Berlin.
Shift2Rail will present their solutions for the future of railway systems at stand 203, Hall 4.2.on
all four days of InnoTrans. The trade fair gathered more than 135,000 visitors from 119
countries in 2016.
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